
Senior Software Engineer – UI Developer 

  Berlin - (m/w) 

 
Looking for a place where your ideas and visions have a meaningful impact and you take responsibility from the 

beginning? Then get ready to unleash your inner nerd and act out your love for software development!  

Who we’re looking for 

 You should have at least 5 years of experience in software engineering 

 You are highly experienced with Node.js and JavaScript Frameworks like React, Angular or Backbone 

 You have comfortable knowledge with PHP/Symfony 

 You have confident usage of HTML5, CSS3/SCSS and JS/jQuery to create the most user-friendly interfaces 

 You ideally have experience of the Software Development Life Cycle, TDD, CI and CD 

 You have experience in working on an Agile Scrum team/project 

 
What else is important? 

 You are able to prioritize and execute on personal and team set goals 

 You successfully finished your academic studies in the field of computer sciences or equivalent professional experience 

 You are fluent in English and convince us with excellent written and oral communication skills 

 

What your tasks look like 

 Together we will develop and improve the best website creation and publishing tools for SMBs on the market 

 You will utilize AI to inject corporate identity into beautiful unique websites 

 You will seek for new ways to improve and advance our own CMS and CRM called “James” 

 Through continuous observation of our user’s behavior you always strive for the best UIs which allows users to 

operate faster 

 

What we offer? 

 You work directly with our founders and get the opportunity to take part in building up our Dev-team 

 You have the chance to actively shape our product and create something truly meaningful – for our users and yourself 

 Our “we can do it” mindset coupled with our start up style atmosphere allows us to pursue an agile approach 

and to offer an innovation-friendly workplace 

 Free choice of your own working gear  

 A competitive salary and an immediate starting date 

 Prime office location - in the heart of Berlin, where coffee flatrate, fruits and other extras awaits you 

 

How your new career starts 

Websitebutler is growing rapidly and has the vision to become the number one full-service-website-provider. If you 

are ready for this challenge, we would be happy to receive your application including your start date and your salary 

expectations. Any questions?  Feel free to contact Matthias Behm: jobs@websitebutler.de 
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